HIDDEN HISTORIES

A new five-part television series following the investigative work of the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales. The Commission and the FBI are both 100 this year – watch the ‘Welsh bureau of investigation’ uncovering clues to our past.

Narrated by Huw Edwards
Produced and directed by Richard Edwards
An Element Production for BBC Wales

Tuesdays at 7.30pm BBC2 Wales from 4 November
Transmission times may vary – please check schedules

4 November - Building Pontcysyllte Aqueduct. Rediscovering a lost church in the Conwy Valley. The oldest gate in Europe?


18 November - The Roman army at Trawsfynydd. Exploring social history with Huw Edwards at a great Llanelli chapel. Tracing Tudor master-carpenters.


2 December - A disappearing mansion at Llandeilo. How would Wales have fought a Nazi invasion? Searching for a castle of the Welsh princes at Portmeirion.

Available on iPlayer at www.bbc.co.uk/wales/history/
www.tinyurl.com/hiddenhistories

Look out for – Hidden Histories: Discovering the Heritage of Wales – in bookshops November 2008